THE
HOOK
MODEL

TRIGGER
internal & external

ACTION

INVESTMENT

VARIABLE REWARD

by Nir Eyal

You can use the hook model
to explore how to retain
members. Define a member of
your platform. Find 1-2 cards
that fit the model’s parameters: trigger, action, variable
reward & investment. Write
down your ideas around this
paper based on the cards that
you found.
TIP: You could use the different kind
of members that you identified in the
purpose exercise
Trigger: is the starting point of a certain
behavior - a bougie for a motor.
Action: is what the member has to perform
to receive the variable reward - can be as
simple as a click on a picture.
Variable Reward: is the unexpected and
ever changing information that your
member gets - number of likes on a post

Investment: is the contribution that your
member makes, that becomes interesting
when revisiting your platform - making a
post which can become the trigger to revisit

Member

THE HOOK
MODEL
by Nir Eyal
Use the hook model to
explore how to retain
your members.

1-2 persons
1,5 hours

5.

3.

1.

keyword2
Look at the clusters and write
down one or two keywords of
that cluster

keyword1

Present your findings to each
other

Identify the different
members of your platform
and write each of them on
a post-it. Divide the
post-its among the workshop’s participants.

6.

4.

2.

Combine all the keywords
into one sentence that
describes the platform’s
purpose

Cluster the post-its that are
similar to each other

Brainstorm about the
members’ needs for the
platform. Write in one
post-it each need.

A clear purpose is important to describe how the platform fulfills the goals
and needs of its members. Since the purpose can change over time, this exercise isn’t only valuable when setting up a platform, but also when evaluating
the current situation.

PURPOSE PLATFORM

PURPOSE
PLATFORM
Define the purpose of
you platform. A good
starting point when
settin up your platform.

2-4 persons
1 hour

3.

1.

Pick 3-5 cards from the members, common ground or contribution heuristics, that would
change over time in the different phases of the member’s life
cycle. We suggest: motivators,
targeted request, threshold.

Draw a grid of 4x6 on a big
piece of paper

4.

2.

For each of the cards,
write down in the cell
how the platform should
be designed for the persona in that certain phase of
the member lifecycle.

leader, elderly)

Write your different kind
of members on the top and
the different stages on the
left (visitor, novice, regular,

elderly

leader

regular

novice

visitor

memb1 memb2 memb3

Members have different level of involvement over time. In order to match the
needs from the members at each stage, you could perform this member life
cycle brainstorm. In this brainstorm you will look at different kind of members identified at the purpose exercise and see how the requirements of the
members at different stages change in their life cycle.

MEMBER LIFE CYCLE

MEMBER
LIFE CYCLE
In this brainstorm you
will look at different
types of members and
map their requirements
at different stages.

2-4 persons
3 hours

info@crowdevaluation.nl

We love to hear how you have used the
cards and exercises. With your feedback,
we can improve the cards and make
succesfull communities!

Feedback?

TIP: We suggest you start with the
purpose platform exercise, since it
acts as a base for the other
exercises

3 hours

2-4 persons

In this brainstorm you
will look at different
types of members and
map their requirements
at different stages.

MEMBER
LIFE CYCLE

www.crowdevaluation.nl

Want more exercises ? Check our platform
for the most up to date list of exercises.
We will also post workshops you could
attend

More exercises

time needed for
the exercise

Number of persons needed
to do the exercise

Post-its

The cards in this deck

Pen and paper

Which tools you need to
perform the exercise

Short explanation

Title of the exercise

Thank you for using these cards. We hope they can help you to design your
online community. Included in the deck are 3 exercises that you can perform
with the cards. We will explain quickly how you could best use these exercises as an instructor.

INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUC
TIONS
Find out how you can
use the cards and
exercises

